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India’s 1 st Greenfield Airport under Public - Private Partnership (PPP) model.
Passenger friendly & Environment friendly Airport. Fourth largest Airport in terms of
International Passengers . 3.6 million passengers / year. Cochin is the fastest growing
extended metro city with a population of 13.5 million in and around Cochin.

CIAL invites:
International Aircarriers
Chartered Flight Operators
Exporters & Importers of Cargo
Cargo Freighter Operators
* Kerala - A Tourist’s paradise ; one of the must see destinations in the
world according to National Geographic.
* CIAL offers quick connection to all tourist destinations in Kerala.
* Dedicated facilities for Freighters and Chartered carriers.
* Brand new state -of- the art Centre for Perishable Cargo.
* Over -night parking facilities for Airlines.
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he Paris Airshow offers an excellent
opportunity for a true interface
between Indian and European
players in the Aerospace and Aviation
Industry. India is proudly showcasing its
capabilities in aerospace and defence
sectors in Paris with the participation of Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL) and a number of private sector companies .
India has become one of the biggest markets in aerospace
business in the world with nearly 10 % growth rate. After taking
over the charge for the second time, Indian Defence Minister A.K.
Antony has made it clear that the Government is going to minimise
country’s dependence on import of Defence systems and platforms.
He also suggested that more products should be sourced on the
basis of ‘buy and make’ policy rather than ‘buy’ category alone. At
present, nearly 70 % of Defence weapons and systems are imported
and only 30 % are indigenously produced in India.
There is lot of scope for co-operation between Indian and overseas
companies in Aerospace, Aviation, and Defence sectors and Indian
offset policies are directed to stimulate this cooperation.
The Society of Indian Aerospace Technologies & Industries (SIATI)
and Aeromag Asia wish all the delegates of the Paris Airshow , fruitful
business discussions towards forming co-operation in technology
and business for mutual benefit.
Warmly,

Dr CG Krishnadas Nair
Honorary Chief Editor, AeroMag Asia
Honorary President, SIATI
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Paris Airshow hits a Century

8
We must focus on exports
to stay ahead of the race:
Ashok Nayak
‘It’s change of guard time at HAL. Ashok Nayak, the
company’s Managing Director of Bangalore Complex,
has assumed office as the Bangalore-headquartered
aerospace major’s 15th Chairman on April 1, 2009,
succeeding Ashok K.Baweja, who retired on the
previous day.

BEL to enter new
business areas

48th International Paris Air Show – Le Bourget 2009- to bring together
2,000 exhibitors and over 200,000 trade visitors Following the centenary
of the French aerospace industries association (Gifas) held in October
2008, it is now the turn of the Paris International Air Show – Le Bourget- to
commemorate its 100-year history.
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A Challenging
Second Innings
for Antony
It is a challenging second term for A.K. Antony. The affable leader from
Kerala has been much appreciated for the good work he has done for the
last three years in the previous UPA Ministry.
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EADS DS, L&T to join forces

The Bharat Electronics Limited is taking proactive
steps to further consolidate its leadership position in
the Indian defence market while accelerating efforts
to get into new business areas, said Ashwani Kumar
Datt, new Chairman and Managing Director of the
Navaratna company.
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CADES wins contract for
Airbus A350XWB design
CADES, a leading engineering services company in India, announced that they
have won a multimillion dollar contract from Airbus for the design of A350XWB
composite structures.
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A
Challenging
Second
Innings for

Antony
I

t is a challenging second term for A.K.
Antony. The affable leader from Kerala
has been much appreciated for the
good work he has done for the last three
years in the previous UPA Ministry.
After taking over as Defence Minister in
the South Block of the Central secretariat,
Antony said that the security scenario
around India is becoming more and
more challenging. The Minister said,
“developments around us are a cause
of serious concern to us. So external
vigilance is a must”. The Minister said we
have to further strengthen our security
measures and also security apparatus by
all means.
Antony said he is aware of the fact that
his innings this time is more challenging.
The Minister promised to pay more
attention and work with more dedication,
commitment and honesty to meet the
challenges ahead.
Referring to the Mumbai terror attack,
6

the Minister stressed the need for paying
more attention to coastal security. One
of the main targets of Antony is to carry
forward the welfare measures he had
initiated for the Armed Forces deployed
in far-flung and difficult areas such as
Siachin, Nathu-La and in deep sea in
submarines and dense forest areas.
He said, “I will take personal interest
to improve their service conditions,
including
their
accommodation,
ration, food and clothing”. The Minister
sought the goodwill and support of the
countrymen in his task of protecting the
country.
Born on December 28, 1940 at
Cherthala in Alappuzha district of Kerala,
Arakkaparambil Kurian Antony had his
primary education at Govt High School,
Cherthala and took his Bachelor’s degree
in Arts from Maharaja’s College and
Bachelor degree in Law from Ernakulum
Law College..

An Advocate by profession, Antony
started his political career as a student
activist of Kerala Students’ Union. He has
held many important political assignments
such as President and General Secretary
of Kerala Pradesh Congress Committee,
General Secretary of AICC and Member of
the Congress Working Committee. He was
first elected to Kerala Legislative Assembly
in 1970 and was the Chief Minister of
Kerala thrice during 1977-78, 1995-96
and 2001-2004. He was also leader of the
opposition in Kerala Legislative Assembly
during 1996 – 2001.
Antony was a Member of the Rajya
Sabha twice from 1985 to 1991 and
again from 1991 to 1995. He was Union
Minister for Civil Supplies, Consumer
Affairs and Public Distribution during
1993 – 1995. Antony was elected to
Rajya Sabha in May 2005 from Kerala
and took over as Defence Minister on
October 25, 2006.

Malpractices in Defence Acquisition
won’t be tolerated :Defence Minister

I

n the toughest ever message to stem corruption in Defence
Procurement, the Defence Minister A K Antony has said the
Government ‘would not hesitate to ruthlessly cancel contracts’, if
malpractices are found in any acquisition. Antony asked organisations
such as CII and FICCI to help the Government in this regard.
Antony said the Government has consciously taken a decision to
minimise the country’s dependence on import of defence systems
and platforms. He also agreed that more products should be sourced
on the basis of ‘buy and make’ rather than ‘buy’ category alone. He
lamented that nearly 70 % of Defence weapons and systems are still
being imported and only 30 % are being indigenously produced.
The Defence Minister said the turbulence in our immediate
neighbourhood puts the political stability in our country in an even
better perspective. He said the need to modernise our defence
forces to preserve our territorial integrity in the face of asymmetric
and unconventional means of warfare cannot be overemphasised.
He called for a synergy of efforts of the Armed Forces, the Industry,
the Academia and Research and Development Establishments to
transform our Defence Forces to a network centric force.
Antony said the transformation of Defence Forces is a continuous
process, and the overall aim should be to bring about sustained
competitive advantages in warfare.
Referring to the new challenges before the Armed Forces, both in
terms of the concepts involved and the material needed, the Minister
said it is neither possible nor feasible to have equipment and systems
on stand-by for all conceivable variants of modern military conflicts.
Antony suggested developing of parallel capabilities and evolution
of concept, process, organisations and technologies.
Antony was of the opinion that development of military capabilities
through complex systems will depend on a close collaboration
between the end users – our Armed Forces and the industry. The
Defence Minister said, the existing capability of the industry will
have to be significantly enhanced. Military capabilities will have to be
shaped by a combination of knowledge and defence technologies,
paving the way for new areas of activity offering substantial potential
to innovate.

Pallam Raju assumes
office of MOS for Defence

M

inister of State for Defence Mallipudi Mangapati
Pallam Raju has said modernization of Armed Forces
and improving the working conditions of the soldiers
will be his priorities during his second tenure. Speaking to the
media persons after taking over as Minister of State for Defence,
in South Block, he said, Defence Research will be his priority
area. Raju said his department will strive to attract best talents in
the field of Defence Research. The Minister said he would like to
stick to the timeframe to meet the requirements of the Armed
Forces. Referring to Defence Public Sector Undertakings, Shri
Raju said the Government would like to make them of worldclass so that they could meet the requirements of Armed
Forces, efficiently and timely. On private sector participation in
Defence Production, the Minister said the new offset policy will
expedite the process.
Born on August 31, 1962 at Pitampuram, in East Godavari
District of Andhra Pradesh, Raju a graduate in Electronics
and Communication Engineering from Andhra University,
Vishakhapatnam, earned his masters degree in Business
Administration from Temple University, Philadelphia, USA.
7

We must focus on exports to
stay ahead of the race: Ashok Nayak
‘I

Ashok Nayak
Chairman , HAL
8

t’s change of guard time at HAL. Ashok Nayak,
the company’s Managing Director of Bangalore
Complex, has assumed office as the Bangaloreheadquartered aerospace major’s 15th Chairman on
April 1, 2009, succeeding Ashok K.Baweja, who retired
on the previous day.
Nayak is keen that HAL must grab all the opportunities
to forge ahead of the race and scale greater heights.
“With the offset opportunity and massive new
programmes coming up, HAL must find ways and
means to capture all these opportunities for a safe
and secure future. We have made an impact in the
international market, and will have to focus on our
exports to stay ahead in the race,” he said.
Mr Nayak’s journey in HAL began in 1973 as a
Management Trainee, and during his professional
career spanning over 36 years he has held key positions
in the fields of manufacturing, quality assurance,
production, planning, customer services and export.
Clear about his vision for the company, he spoke
about priorities with regard to current “For IJT we
need to focus on the limited series production (LSP)
and getting orders for series production; for LCA focus
on LSP and development of LCA Mk II; immediate
production and series and continued production of
Hawk; compressed delivery schedule and delivery of
phase-3 and phase-4 of Su-30 MKI and completion
of production; timely execution of the orders and
exploiting the export potential of ALH; and the actual
realisation of the first flight of LCH as per plan without
any further shift in date”, he says.
The Company has been evolving since the 70s, when
projects were few and far between. The workload
situation was not very impressive then, and HAL
handled projects by itself.
Now the work has grown manifold, and there are
multiple projects now. The company has embarked
upon many new design projects simultaneously,
which require a very strong Programme Management
and Programme Review. Though there was a lull
in recruitments a few years ago, the company has
overcome that situation and is recruiting many people
at different levels now.
Nayak says programme management is the key with a
workforce loaded with new skills and better exposure
to gen-next concepts. “The upcoming Pay Revision will
push our costs high. Hence, we have got to definitely
improve our productivity to contain the costs. All these
measures and our future working will have to have
time- and cost-consciousness as our main focus”.
He knows that newcomers have much higher
expectations today like it is in the outside world.

Initially, individual aspects like placements in different locations
and placements in different specializations can cause some
concerns.
He has personally set right some such anomalies by shifting
people from design to production and vice-versa as far as
possible. Now, the situation is changing and the company is
getting overwhelming response during recruitments.
Nayak believes the company has to get into more things.
With the offset opportunity coming up and many more new
programmes coming HAL’s way, the company has got to be really
smart and alert. It cannot afford to say that it is neck-deep in work
and can’t take up any more projects. “We need to keep growing
and we need to find ways and means to see that we are able to
grab all these opportunities. There’s nothing like we are full-up”.
Ashok Nayak feels HAL should not hesitate over collaborations
within the company and outside it also -- be it with the DRDO
labs or with any academic institutions. “This method could be
productive in the design arena also. This concept must be driven
with more vigour and I am sure the Divisions have understood
that this is the better way of doing things”.
Having said that, Mr Nayak understands that the company’s
very existence will be threatened by the competition coming
up in the country. “Until now, we have been able to manage the
show. But now, times have changed and we need to change with
the times. The threat is definitely looming in the horizon.
It has to be a collective responsibility of the management,
officers, employees and others to ring in a new working style.
There are many companies in front of us who failed to wake up
on time and are in difficulty now.
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Ashok Nayak is HAL’s 15th Chairman. Hailing from Honnavara
in Karnataka, Nayak, a Mechanical Engineer from Bangalore
University, joined HAL as a Management Trainee in 1973. In a
professional career spanning over three decades, he has held
key positions in the fields of manufacturing, quality assurance,
production, planning, customer services and export.
At the Engine Division in Bangalore (1986-1998), he headed
Production Engineering and led the assembly, overhaul and
repair of engines like Artouste, Garrett, Dart, Orpheus, Gnome,
Adour and the Avon series.
As the General Manager of Aerospace Division in 2004,
he gave a major thrust to the manufacturing of GSLV Mk. III
structural assemblies and tankages.
In 2006 he took over as the General Manager of Aircraft
Division at Bangalore Complex and gave a fillip to concurrent
engineering and upgrade of Jaguar aircraft. This period
also saw him establishing a sound manufacturing base for
the production of the Pilotless Target Aircraft, apart from
providing impetus to the Hawk and IJT projects.
He brought in an attitudinal change by focusing on exports,
resulting in several orders from many OEMs of aircraft. Lean
Management was propelled by bringing in the Boeing
Production System (BPS), and the Aircraft Division is since
working progressively on BPS.
In July 2007, Mr Nayak was elevated as the Managing Director
of Bangalore Complex, a mammoth responsibility of leading
seven vital divisions of the Company. Fleet serviceability
and customer services topped his agenda and multiple
projects like the Hawk, IJT and LCA entered various levels of
implementation on a fast-track. The production, exports and
turnover of Bangalore Complex saw a marked rise during his
tenure.
We must always keep the ‘My Company’ feeling in mind. Action
is required. Each individual must put his best foot forward for
HAL’s safe future”.
He says programme management will automatically bring in
more accountability. It will bring in better co-ordination. “And,
we will find things happening in a more timely and better
manner. Programme Management is not for Directors, GMs or
AGMs. We want this concept to flow down the system for smaller
programmes”. As the Chairman, his message to the youngsters in
the Company is simple.
“Focus on your job. Identify the Company goals, targets and
working philosophy. Inculcate them into every action of yours.
Whatever is due to you will definitely come to you — that’s what
I have experienced in my life. Systems are well established in the
Company and are far more liberal than before. Opportunities are
much more for youngsters today.
“Reproduced from Minsk Square Matters , a bi-weekly newspaper from HAL”
9
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HAL scaling
new highs

H

industan Aeronautics Limited
(HAL) is going great guns, It has
posted yet another record high
financial performance for 2008-09. The
provisional financial results declared
show the sales turnover at Rs 10,260
crore, a 19 per cent increase over the
previous year.
The profit before tax soared to Rs 2,260
crore – 22 per cent of the turnover --, an
impressive figure vis-à-vis the performance
of similar aerospace companies around
the world. The value of production has
also gone up from Rs 8,791 crore in 200708 to Rs 11,161 crore in 2008-09, a growth
of 27 per cent.
With this performance, this premier
Defence Navratna Company meets all
the MoU parameters and would achieve
‘Excellent’ rating under the Government of
India criteria for performance evaluation
of PSUs.
The Company has achieved a significant
breakthrough in exports by securing an
order for supply of seven Advanced Light
Helicopters (ALHs) to Ecuador against
stiff international competition.
Five
helicopters have already been delivered
in March 2009.
10

The export earnings at Rs 421 crore
were the highest-ever, in spite of loss of
earnings due to the closure of HAL Airport
at Bangalore in May 2008. The Company
has paid the highest-ever interim
dividend of Rs 300 crore for the year
2008-09, which is around 249 per cent of
the paid-up capital. Despite the recession
the world-over,the order book position of
the Company stands at an enviable figure
of over Rs 60,000 crore.
The company contributed to the
successful launch of ISRO’s prestigious
Chandrayaan mission by producing
the structure of the space vehicle at

its Aerospace Division. Design and
development projects of the Company
-- IJT, LCA, LCH, ALH-WSI and MiG-27
upgrade -- made significant progress
during the year.
Among the eight DPSUs, Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) is the
largest, accounting for nearly half of the
production by DPSUs.
Since its beginning in 1964, HAL has over
the years, evolved into a large aeronautics
complex. The company’s primary mandate
is to design, manufacture, maintain and
overhaul fighters, trainers, helicopters,
transport aircraft, engines, avionics and

systems equipment.
The Company traces its roots to the
pioneering efforts of an industrialist
with extraordinary vision, the late
Seth Walchand Hirachand, who set up
Hindustan Aircraft Limited at Bangalore
in association with the erstwhile princely
State of Mysore in December 1940.
The Government of India became a
shareholder in March 1941 and took over
the Management in 1942.
Today, HAL has 19 Production Units
and 9 Research and Design Centres in 7
locations in India. The Company has an
impressive product track record - 12 types
of aircraft manufactured with in-house R
& D and 14 types produced under license.
HAL has manufactured over 3550 aircrafts
, 3600 engines and overhauled over 8150
aircraft and 27300 engines.
HAL has played a significant role for
India’s space programs by participating in
the manufacture of structures for Satellite
Launch Vehicles like
• PSLV (Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle)
• GSLV
(Geo-synchronous
Satellite
Launch Vehicle)
• IRS (Indian Remote Satellite)
• INSAT (Indian National Satellite)
HAL has formed the following Joint
Ventures (JVs) :
• BAeHAL Software Limited
• Indo-Russian Aviation Limited (IRAL)
• Snecma HAL Aerospace Pvt Ltd
• SAMTEL HAL Display System Limited
• HALBIT Avionics Pvt Ltd
• HAL-Edgewood Technologies Pvt Ltd
• INFOTECH HAL Ltd
Apart from these seven, other major
diversification projects are Industrial
Marine Gas Turbine and Airport Services.
Several Co-production and Joint Ventures
with international participation are under
consideration. HAL’s supplies / services
are mainly to Indian Defence Services,
Coast Guards and Border Security Forces.
Transport Aircraft and Helicopters have
also been supplied to Airlines as well
as State Governments of India. The
Company has also achieved a foothold
in export in more than 30 countries,
having demonstrated its quality and price
competitiveness.
Russia’s first fifth-generation warplance
– an advanced multirole fighter -- is being
developed by Sukhoi, which is part of
Russia’s United Aircraft Corporation (UAC),
along with India’s Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL), under a preliminary
intergovernmental agreement signed in
October 2007, and it’s first flight is expected
before the end of this year.The plant had

almost completed the construction of a first
prototype of the fifth-generation fighter.
India and Russia will simultaneously
develop a two-seater version of the warbird to meet the requirements of India’s air
superiority doctrine, and a single-seater
version for the Russian Air Force., along with
HAL.
Meanwhile, HAL will manufacture light
utility and medium lift helicopters for
the Indian Army, air force and navy. The
preliminary work to design, develop and
produce indigenous light utility
helicopters (LUH) and medium lift
helicopters for the three services has
already been kick-off. The manufacturing
tasks of the new copters may end by
2015 after which they will be delivered in
batches. The new The LUH and mediumlift copters will replace the existing Chetak
and Cheetah helicopters.The design and
the development of LUH will cost Rs 446.08
crores.

HAL decided to establish the maintenance
base in Ecuador after it received export
order of seven Dhruv helicopters from the
country.
HAL will offer best maintenance and
service facilities to Ecuador for the ALH. Latin
American market has huge potential and
HAL was aiming to bag many more export
orders from other countries of the region.
The aerospace giant has so far received
export orders worth Rs 15,000 crore for the
ALH from Peru, Ecuador and Turkey.
HAL has already supplied 76 Dhruv
helicopters to the country’s defence
services.
In June last year, HAL made aviation history
by concluding the USD 51 million deal with
Ecuador.
The deal signed between Ecuador Aviation
Authority and HAL envisages the supply
of seven helicopters in semi knock-down
conditions in a time-frame of 15 months to
two years.
11
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BEL to enter new
business areas
Expected turnover to touch
Rs. 5200 crore this fiscal

How has been the operational
performance of BEL in 2008-09?
BEL’s turnover increased to Rs.4,611.16
crores (provisional) from Rs.4,102.54
crores in 2007-08, a growth of 12.4%. The
estimated Profit Before Tax is Rs.1,190.27
crores after making the provision for
wage revision, a growth of 1.6%. Export
has registered growth of 15% from US
$ 15.43 million in 2007-08 to US $ 17.75
million during 2008-09. BEL paid its
highest ever dividend of 207% for 200708. Also, BEL paid 60% interim dividend
to its shareholders for 2008-09. This is the
5th consecutive year of interim dividend
payment. All nine Units of BEL continued
to achieve profits.

Ashwani Kumar Datt
Chairman and Managing Director
BEL

The Bharat Electronics Limited is taking proactive steps to further consolidate its
leadership position in the Indian defence market while accelerating efforts to get
into new business areas, said Ashwani Kumar Datt, new Chairman and Managing
Director of the Navaratna company. In an exclusive interview to Aeromag Asia,
the veteran BEL-man with a 36-year experience in the same company, outlined
plans to reach the target turn over of Rs. 5200 crore in this fiscal. ``Several
initiatives for development of new products and systems have been undertaken
which include in-house R&D plans, joint/concurrent development programmes
with DRDO and co-development with foreign OEMs to address various markets.
BEL is looking for new growth opportunities in areas aligned with our core
strengths through both organic growth in existing/ new areas as well as inorganic
growth through joint ventures/ acquisitions,’’ said Datta. Excerpts:
12

How are the defence sales looking up?
Defence sales continue to form the major
share of our turnover – 86% in 2008-09.
BEL has an order book of Rs.10,100 crore
as on April 1, 2009. We are working on
prestigious defence orders such as the
Akash Missile System for the Air Force.
BEL is also making efforts to field major
equipment for the defence forces like Fire
Control Systems, Weapon Locating Radar
and Tactical Communication System. BEL
is also pursuing customized solutions
for the defence forces – eg. Battlefield
Surveillance System (BSS), Combat
Management System (CMS) and Integrated
Air Command & Control System (IACCS), all
part of C4I solutions.
Give us an update on your joint
ventures?
BEL has signed an MoU with M/s BHEL
to explore formation of a joint venture for
solar photovoltaic business. An MoU has
been signed with M/s Astra Microwave
Products Ltd, Hyderabad, for setting up of
a joint venture for microwave components;
and with Boeing to jointly develop an
analysis and experimentation centre in
India to offer customers the ability to make
better informed decisions in modernizing
the country’s defence forces.
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BEL is discussing with reputed foreign/
Indian players for forming Indian
Joint Ventures in the areas of defence
electronics, namely, Missile Electronics
& Guidance Systems, Microwave Super
Components, Electro Optics, Airborne
Electronic Warfare, etc. Some of these
proposals are in the advanced stage of
finalisation.
Are you looking at acquisitions?
We are actively pursuing strategic
partnerships and other opportunities
for growth. If an interesting opportunity
comes up for acquisition, the same will
be examined on merit, particularly if it
strengthens our core competencies.
What are the diversification activities
that you are planning?
BEL has appointed M/s KPMG, a global
consulting firm, to help identify future
market opportunities for growth. Initial
opportunities emerging from the
KPMG study, for BEL to venture into
are: Infrastructure – Railways, Airports
& Ports, Homeland Security, Nuclear
Power Instrumentation, Energy Efficiency
Solutions and E-Governance Solutions.
BEL has already signed a MoU with
M/s BHEL to explore formation of a joint
venture for solar photovoltaic business.
How are you positioning yourselves
to take advantage of defence offset
policy?
BEL has been identified as offset
business partner by several multinational
companies like Boeing, Lockheed
Martin and Northrop Grumman. For
instance, BEL has been identified
by Northrop Grumman Corporation
for the manufacture of components
for Fire Control Radar for its Fighter

Aircraft programme. Also, BEL has been
identified by Fincantieri, Italy, for supply
of Composite Communication System,
Versatile Communication System, ESM
System, Electro Optic Fire Control
System and their integration on board
the Fleet tanker being supplied by them
to the Indian Navy.
Considering the business potential in
the aerospace segment, seven of BEL’s
Units / SBUs working in this segment had
embarked on the process of obtaining
certification under Areospace Standards
AS-9100. Five of them have obtained
AS-9100 certification during 2008 and
the remaining two SBUs have also been
recommended for certification after the
audit by the certifying agency.
What’s your hiring strategy?
BEL has a structured mechanism to
review its manpower requirement
periodically. BEL’s strategy is to have

Ashwani Kumar Datt took over as
the Chairman and Managing Director
of Navratna Defence Public Sector
Undertaking
Bharat
Electronics
Limited (BEL), on May 1, 2009. He
succeeds V V R Sastry, who retired on
superannuation on April 30, 2009.
Ashwani Kumar Datt was Director
(Other Units) of BEL before his
elevation as CMD. As Director (Other
Units), he headed 8 of the 9 Units of BEL
located at Ghaziabad, Panchkula, Navi
Mumbai, Kotdwara, Pune, Hyderabad,
Chennai and Machilipatnam.
Having graduated in Mechanical
Engineering from Delhi University in
1972, Datt joined BEL at Bangalore
in January 1973. In May 1973, he was
assigned to the team which set up
the second Unit of the company
at Ghaziabad. Datt has extensive
experience in Development &
Engineering, Production, Quality
Assurance
and
installation
/
commissioning of complex Radar
& Communication Systems. He is a
qualified Lead Assessor for Quality
Systems.

people through internal succession
and induction. BEL has an annual entrylevel induction of around 200 to 250
engineers. At middle and senior level, to
meet specific business needs, people with
specialized domain expertise are hired.
People are also hired for specific projects
on contractual basis. People from the
Defence Services are taken on deputation
or are employed post retirement for
providing domain knowledge in specific
field and improved product support in
view of their field experience.

3D Tactical Control Radar
13
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BEL eyes
new growth
opportunities

B

harath Electronics Ltd (BEL), the
major defence public sector is
taking proactive steps to protect
and further consolidate its leadership
position in the Indian defence market
while accelerating efforts to get into new
business areas.
Many initiatives for development of
new products and systems have been
undertaken including in-house R&D
plans, joint and concurrent development
programmes with DRDO and codevelopment with foreign OEMs to
address various markets.
BEL is looking for new growth
opportunities in areas aligned with BEL’s
core strengths through both organic
growth in existing and new areas as
well as inorganic growth through joint
ventures and acquisitions.
Continuing with the growth trend, BEL
aims to reach a turnover of Rs.5200 crore
for the year 2009-10.
In 2008-09, sales turnover has increased
to Rs.4,611.16 crores (provisional) from
Rs.4,102.54 crores in 2007-08, a growth of
12.4%, while the estimated Profit Before
Tax is Rs.1,190.27 crores after making the
provision for wage revision, a growth of
1.6%.
Export has registered growth of 15%
from US $ 15.43 million in 2007-08 to US $
14

17.75 million during 2008-09.
BEL paid its highest ever dividend of
207% for 2007-08. BEL has paid 60%
interim dividend to its shareholders for
2008-09. This is the 5th consecutive year
of interim dividend payment.
Turnover from indigenously developed
products is around 75%.
Supplies to the defence contributed to
86% of turnover.
All nine Units of BEL continued to
achieve profits.
BEL received the prestigious order for the
supply of two squadrons of Akash Missile
System to the Indian Air Force. The order
value is Rs.1,221 crores. This is the first
ever contract from the defence services
for an indigenous tactical weapon system
of this complexity and class.
More than 20 new products / systems
were developed during 2008-09.
They include:
3D Tactical Control Radar, Composite
Communication System (CCS) Mk IV,
Helicopter borne light weight ESM system,
Light Vehicle-based Direction Finding
(LVDF) System, Digital Mobile Radio Relay
(DMRR), Thermal Imager Sight for Existing
Radars, Wide Area Network for BSF and
Synchronous Transfer Mode Encryptor.

EXPORT PERFORMANCE
For 2008-09, BEL achieved exports of US
$ 17.75 million, which is an increase of 15
per cent over last year’s figure of US $ 15.43
million. The range of products exported
are HF Transceivers, VHF Transceivers, V/
UHF Radios, VHF Base Stations, UHF Base
Stations, Secure Telephone, Spares of 3D
Radar, Vacuum Interrupter for Switchgears,
Magnetrons, X-Ray tube parts (like Stators,
Casing, Magnetics), Solar cells, Solar Traffic
Signalling system, Precision Mechanical
Parts and Assemblies.
The countries to which BEL’s products
have been exported include Suriname,
Honduras, the USA, the UK, Germany,
Switzerland, Czech Republic, Russia,
Zambia, South Africa, Israel, the Middle
East, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Singapore and the Philippines.
BEL has an export order book of US $ 30
million. This includes an order from M/s
Fincantieri, Italy, for supply of Composite
Communication
System,
Versatile
Communication System, ESM System,
Electro Optic Fire Control System and their
integration on board a Fleet tanker being
supplied by them to the Indian Navy. The
order is worth US $ 19.16 million.
BEL has appointed M/s KPMG, a global
consulting firm, to help identify future
market opportunities for growth. Initial

walk- in
Climatic
Chamber

Thermal
Imager Based

opportunities emerging from the KPMG study, for BEL to venture
into are: Infrastructure - Railways, Ports, Airports; Homeland
Security; Nuclear Power Instrumentation; Energy Efficiency
Solutions; and E-Governance Solutions
BEL is discussing with reputed foreign and Indian players for
forming Indian Joint Ventures in the areas of defence electronics
including Missile Electronics & Guidance Systems, Microwave
Super Components, Electro Optics and Airborne Electronic
Warfare. Some of these proposals are in the advanced stage of
finalisation.
It has signed MoU with M/s BHEL to explore formation of a
joint venture for solar photovoltaic business; with Boeing to
jointly develop an analysis and experimentation centre in India
to offer customers the ability to make better informed decisions
in modernising the country’s defence forces; with M/s Astra
Microwave Products Ltd, Hyderabad, for setting up of a joint
venture for microwave components; and with SELEX Galileo for
collaboration on Electronic Warfare programmes.
BEL has been selected by Northrop Grumman Corporation for
the manufacture of components for Fire Control Radar for its
Fighter Aircraft programme, and as offset business partner by
many multinational companies such as Boeing, Lockheed Martin
and Northrop Grumman.
BEL’s forte is its strong R&D spread across the 9 Units as well
as the two Central Research Laboratories at Delhi and Bangalore.
R&D at BEL continues to contribute significantly for its growth
and is helping the organization maintain its technological edge.
BEL collaborates with other development agencies like DRDO,
ISRO, CSIR, C-DOT, C-DAC and leading academic institutions
like IITs, IISc and NITs for joint development of indigenous
technology, providing concurrent engineering support and
Transfer of Technology (ToT) projects.

Thermal Imager Sight
for Flycatcher Radar

Air Traffic
Control

UHF Base Station

Frequency Hopping VHF Transceiver
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“Design & Engineering
Solutions, the next frontier”
The opportunity lies in providing a complete
product lifecycle management solutions from
concept design till manufacturing support
with high level of expertise in A&D domain &
software skill .The biggest opportunity also lies
in managing & executing the Offset contracts .

Dataram Mishra
CEO & Managing Director
CADES

A

t a time when many large IT companies
& manufacturers are developing
engineering skills and trying to
enter into Aerospace & defense Engineering
Services, CADES radiates the confindence
of having the capabilities to address the full
product development requirements. ``We are
an integral part of the customer’s full vehicle
development,’’says its MD and CEO Dataram
Mishra. In an interview given to Aeromag
Asia, Mishra speaks about his company’s
achievements and future plans.
With Aerospace & Defence Design &
Engineering Services estimated to become
a $ 120 billion Industry by 2020, how is the
industry preparing to achieve this goal?
The A&D Design & Engineering Services
requires a high degree of technical capability,
domain expertise, best practices , proven
security & IT infrastructure. The industry is
preparing for this opportunity by providing
domain based training & competency
development ,implementing customer
processes & best practices, investment in R &
D , cutting edge technologies and moving up
the product design value chain. Companies
like CADES has been leading & pioneering the
mix of all the above and developing a team to
support global customers .
What are the key challenges and
opportunities?
The greatest challenges lie in managing the
customer’s expectation in terms of technical
capability, ability to scale up in a short time &
providing a full proof process & confidence
in protecting intellectual property and then
being able to move up the value chain to
develop better A&D engineering products.
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Offset is being described as a fuel for
Industry? Briefly explain how and when
do you see offset making an impact?
Offset could be a $10 Billion opportunity in
the next 5 years. Offsets are the result of the
procurement of civil and military Aerospace
vehicles & equipment by Indian government
from the global OEM’s. Offset realization has
already started with many companies opting
for offset credits and the major chunk of
this activity will be visible in the next 12-18
months time frame. The current offset policies
& processes are taking final shape.
How would the industry overcome the
talent pool shortage?
Innovative companies like CADES have
been gearing up for the talent pool shortage
by having competency development
programs to equip the engineers with
domain knowledge, best practices and future
technologies. Further there are also various
initiatives like partnerships with Academic
institutes and research labs to address the
resource requirements of the industry in the
future. Partnership are also being formed
with global companies in similar sectors to
create a win-win situation.
Do you see Indian Engineering Design
Services (EDS) companies scouting for
partners in the traditional Aerospace
regions, such as Russia, UK, France & US?
Yes, with the growing bandwidth of Indian
companies in terms of financial strength
and the technology capability is compelling
companies in India to scout for partners in
the traditional aerospace markets for both
acquisition and joint ventures. There is a great
synergy between Indian market and these
markets as we complement with our low-risk,
high-value business models.
We have seen companies winning
contracts from Boeing & Airbus, What
kind of work is being done for them today
and How do you see them growing?
Today, Boeing and Airbus are providing
contracts to companies in India to basically
support them in the structural & mechanical

system design, stress analysis, advanced
engineering, manufacturing engineering like
tool design and Embedded systems areas.
There is a significant growth in the technology
value that Indian companies are providing.
We foresee that the major OEMs would want
Indian companies to scale up to being a turnkey provider of major structures & mechanical
systems and become risk-sharing partners for
their Aerospace programs.
Do you think, Defence and Space sector,
which are owned by government, will look
to private sector for Design Engineering
and service support and why?
The defence & space sector which comprises
of fighter & trainer aircraft, helicopters , UAV’s,
missiles, ground based defence systems
,satellites ,Launch vehicles have already
opened up for private sector participation in
design & engineering services activities.
The defence & space industry has a long
history of collaborating with the private
industries in overseas market and this will
grow in similar way in India in future Because
of the strategic nature , low volume business
& highest degree of confidentiality and
security the private sector involvement is
currently low in India and with new initiatives
from government many companies are being
certified and approved to handle defence &
space technology development activities.

What according to you is the future of the
Indian engineering services companies
like CADES?
Many Indian Companies have the ability to
handle individual segments of the product lifecycle, either in design development areas or in
manufacturing areas. The complete product
development from Design, Development to
Manufacture & In-Service support for Primary
structures and Mechanical & Avionic systems
will be the future. And that is possible for
only a company which is focused, has the
knowledge in-house to understand the entire
product life-cycle and the ability to translate
this knowledge to delivery model to benefit
the customer. Many large IT companies &
manufacturers are developing engineering
skills and trying to enter into Aerospace &
defense Engineering Services. CADES has
the capabilities to address the full product
development requirements, and become
an integral part of the customer’s full vehicle
development. Our Functional Digital Vehicle®
is a giant step in that direction.
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EADS DS, L&T to join forces

Left to Right: Bernd Wenzler, CEO Defence Electronics EADS, A
M.Naik, Chairman and Managing Director L&T Ltd., Dr. Stefan
Zoller, CEO Defence & Security - Member of the Executive
Committee EADS, M.V.Kotwal, Senior Executive Vice President,
Heavy Engineering & Member of L&T board.

E

ADS Defence & Security (DS) and Indian engineering giant
Larsen & Toubro (L&T), Mumbai, will join forces in the
fields of defence technology. During a signing ceremony
in Mumbai, EADS DS and L&T announced the planned formation
of a joint venture company for defence electronics in India, based
in Talegaon near Pune.
The new company will aim at design, development,
manufacturing and related services in the fields of electronic
warfare, radar, military avionics and mobile systems (such as
modular bridges) for military applications. The formation of the
joint venture is subject to approval by the Indian Government.
A. M. Naik, Chairman and Managing Director of L&T said: “For

over two decades, L&T has been a major supplier of critical
systems to India’s defence forces. These include a wide range of
products like weapon launchers, naval systems, radar systems,
etc. We welcome the formation of this joint venture that will
create opportunities for development of state-of-the-art defence
electronic products and systems for the Indian defence forces
and for the rest of the world.”
Dr. Stefan Zoller, CEO of EADS Defence & Security, stated:
"EADS DS is a high tech company driving the development of
integrated system solutions for armed forces and civil security
worldwide. We are proud of joining forces with one of India's
biggest technology companies. Our joint venture is proof of
our commitment to India. EADS would like to move beyond just
providing high technology sales to India by creating an Indian
Industrial base with the development of a long term partnership
including the transfer of technology wherever necessary. The
cooperation with L&T is an important milestone on the way to
increase our industrial footprint in India. The Indian defence and
security market is growing fast and we want to grow with it."
The joint venture company will develop and manufacture
indigenious solutions for military requirements of Indian
customers as well as the world market. Thus, the Indian JV
company will provide the armed forces with locally produced
high tech equipment and assured life-time support.
Since 2006, EADS DS has been working in a successful
partnership with the Defence Avionics Research Establishment
(DARE), a reputed DRDO (Defence Research & Development
Organisation) laboratory based in Bangalore.
L&T has played a leading role in India’s indigenization effort
for Defence equipment and systems. With an impressive track
record that includes design, development and manufacture of
integrated multi- disciplinary defence systems, L&T has matured
into a trusted partner for the Indian Armed forces and DRDO.

EASA pilots perform familiarisation
flights on board Sukhoi Superjet 100

E

ASA pilots have performed the
first familiarisation flights on
Sukhoi Superjet 100 S/N’s 95001
and 95003. The first prototype 95001
has been piloted by Philippe Castaigns,
EASA/CEV test pilot accompanied by
Leonid Chikunov and Sergei Korostiev,
Sukhoi Civil Aircraft tests-pilots and
Fabrice Butin, EASA/CEV flight test
engineer.
The crew of 95003 consisted of EASA/
CEV test pilot François Fabre, EASA/CEV
flight test engineer Jean-Pierre Marre, as
well as Alexander Yablontsev and Vadim
Shirokikh.
Familiarisation flight is a part of EASA
certification panel “Flight” work – a panel
responsible for flight test campaign
18

within EASA certification activity. This
flight has been aimed for general
familiarisation with the aircraft and initial
assessment of its handling qualities.
François
Fabre
explained
that
“familiarisation flight precedes the
EASA certification flight test campaign
and these two flights were a huge step

forward in getting accustomed to these
aircraft and setting the communication
with SCAC team”.
Fabrice Butin: “We were stunned by the
effort and commitment of SCAC team to
make this flight possible. We’ve managed
to complete all flight tasks we’ve set
earlier, single engine exercise among
them. The first impression, according to
EASA pilot feedback, is that the aircraft
is easy to fly and comfortable to pilot.
In terms of handling qualities they very
close to what we are used to”.These two
flights mark a historic day for Russian
aviation industry on the way into the
global environment, the way Sukhoi
Civil Aircraft chose from the very launch
of Sukhoi Superjet 100 project.

The focal
point of aerospace
ILA Berlin Air Show
June 8 – 13 , 2010
Berlin-Schoenefeld Airport
www.ila-berlin.com

Hosted by
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Industry welcomes
UK decision
Decision on
on
Tranche 3 Agreement

T

he Eurofighter consortium has
welcomed the decision of the
United Kingdom to participate
in the third production tranche of
Eurofighter Typhoon. The UK is the last
member of the four nations Eurofighter
consortium that has confirmed a final
draft contract, negotiated between the
industrial consortium and the NATO
Eurofighter Tornado Management
Agency NETMA.
Finalisation of this contractual
document will now be implemented by
Eurofighter GmbH and NETMA and will
address significant through-life savings
as expected by the partner nations.
Signature is expected before the summer
break.
Enzo Casolini, Eurofighter GmbH CEO,
commented: “The agreement that the
UK has confirmed sends a clear signal
of customer commitment. The funding
put forward by the four partner nations
in this programme provides to the
nations important capabilities and a
strong trade balance bonus. When I
speak about returns I mean tangibles
ones, like the invaluable capabilities
developed by the partner companies
through technology transfer and
20

the spin-off we guarantee to other
industrial sectors. I also recognise the
security of work and the growth in
knowledge and in education for many
within Europe.
This agreement – Casolini says will strengthen Eurofighter Typhoon
leading position in the market.”
The overall value of contract under
negotiation will be in the region of €8
billion.
The authorisation for Tranche 3
production and capabilities will have
a tremendous effect on the export
potential of Eurofighter Typhoon.
Having already secured two export
contracts with Austria in 2003 and
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in 2007,
the Eurofighter partner companies
are actively pursuing campaigns in
Switzerland, India, Japan, Romania,
Greece, Turkey and exploring possible
opportunities in Bulgaria and Croatia.
With the production of Eurofighter
Typhoon now being confirmed until
the later part of the next decade and
the agreed new capabilities, Eurofighter
Typhoon confirms itself as the most
advanced real multirole fighters
available on the market.

Lufthansa Technik
receives multiple awards

L

ufthansa Technik AG has been
singled out by British publishing
house and trade fair organiser UBM
Aviation as the best Maintenance, Repair &
Overhaul (MRO) Service Provider. Winning a
total of four titles in 12 different categories,
Lufthansa Technik was the most successful
out of 24 companies from around the world
in the distribution of awards at the inaugural
UBM Aviation Industry Awards ceremony
held in London.
Lufthansa Technik was not only singled out
as the best all-round MRO service provider
in the world, but it also won awards in the
further categories of Best Engine MRO, Best
Heavy Maintenance Provider and Best Airline
Third-Party MRO.
Paul Copping, Managing Director Aviation
Industry Group said, “We congratulate
Lufthansa Technik and all the other winners,
who have proved they have what it takes
to be the best in the commercial aviation
aftermarket. The results of these awards
are based entirely on the votes of people
in the MRO supply chain industry, so it is a
testament to every company which made it
to the shortlist that they are truly valued by
their customers.”
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COCHIN INTERNATIONAL AIRPO

Invitation to Overseas Aerospace Companies to own Industrial Plots & setup Joint Ventures
@ COCHIN

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
For more details contact :

The Commercial Manager
Cochin International Airport
Kochi Airport P.O., Eranakulam -683111
Kerala, India.
E mail - jp@cochin-airport.in
Tel : +91 484 3053300
Cell : +91 9947250101

C

ochin, the Queen of the Arabian Sea, is among the
fastest growing non metros in India. The city has
connectivity by air, by sea, by rail and by road. The
city is home to several large-scale industrial projects like the
Vallarpadam Container Terminal, the Cochin Port, the Cochin
Shipyard, Kochi Refineries etc.
Cochin International Airport has planned for an Aerotropolis
on 450 acres of land. The proposed projects in the aerotropolis
include MRO, Aviation Academy, Golf Course, 5-star and 3-star
hotels, convention centers, trade fair center, super specialty
hospital and an Airport based industrial park.
CIAL offers plots of developed land with a proximity and

access to the International Airport on long term lease to set
up airport and aerospace related industries for manufacture
/ service of components, equipments, instruments and
systems, as well as for helicopter, small aircraft & engine
MROs . CIAL offers its own International and Domestic Cargo
services to support the units and utilities like electricity, water,
communication etc. will be provided. Estate management
such as landscaping will also be done by CIAL. The advantages
of setting up of units in CIAL include a proximity to the
Vallarpadam Container Transshipment Terminal, easy access
by road and rail and the easy availability of highly trained and
tech savvy workforce.

								

CADES wins contract for
Airbus A350XWB design

C

ADES, a leading engineering
services company in India,
announced that they have won
a multimillion dollar contract from Airbus
for the design of A350XWB composite
structures.
The work spanning two years involves
design and development of all composite
upper shell. CADES has complete
responsibility for all primary structural
components from preliminary design
stage to prototype inspection. The design
makes use of advanced materials like
composites and thermoplastics and state
of the art manufacturing technologies. The
A350WXB is the first Airbus aircraft to have
an all composite fuselage and the Upper
Shell is one of the first components to be
manufactured. These factors put together
make the project a real challenge. This
contract demonstrates CADES prominent
position as a leading supplier of engineering
services to global OEM’s.
On winning the contract, Dataram Mishra,
22
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Defence Minister AK Antony with senior officers of Indian Air Force.

Hasten Defence Procurement,
Ensure Transparency: Antony
MD & CEO of CADES, said “We are delighted
to be part of A350WXB program. This
contract further enhances our relationship
and commitment to EADS/Airbus group
companies, working on various programs.
With our matured processes and global
delivery model, we will be able to execute
this project successfully.”
The A350WXB is a long range, wide body
plane that seats between 270 and 400
passengers depending on its configuration.

It is expected to enter service in 2013.
CADES is a preferred supplier to EADS and
is working with other global aerospace &
defense organizations like Boeing, Airbus,
Eurocopter, Finmeccanica group, Fokker,
HAL, ISRO and DRDO. CADES’ leadership
role in providing a high-technology product
design services, defining new business
models and delivering global engineering
services to customers has been widely
acknowledged by the industry.

T

he Defence Minister AK Antony asked
the top brass of Indian Air Force to
strike a fine balance between plugging
the gaps in the procurement procedures
and optimizing transparency and fairness in
defence dealings without compromising on
country’s defence preparedness.
Addressing the Air Force Commanders’
Conference, he said the primacy of air power
will be a decisive factor in shaping the outcome
of conflicts of the future and complimented
the Indian Air Force for evolving into a major
component of national power.
He recalled a significant contribution made

by the transport and helicopter fleet during
the terror attack on Mumbai as also rescue
and relief operations in Bihar, Orissa and Uttar
Pradesh.
Referring to Pakistan, he said, we will not
take the peace process with Islamabad further
till it takes stern action on terrorism emanating
from its soil.
Antony said the process of finalizing a set of
operational directives for the three Services is
now on. The directives factor in the changes
in the security environment in the immediate
neighbourhood and need for the Services to
work in close coordination.

C

ochin
International
Airport Limited has
completed 10 years of
operation. To commemorate
the occasion,
a souvenir
highlighting the achievements
of Cochin International AIrport
and the tourist attractions of
Kerala was also published.
The
commemorative
magazine “CIAL -- the Gateway
to God’s own country”, was
released by the Kerala Fisheires
Minister and the Director bord
member of CIAL S Sharma.
The first copy was recieved by
Kerala Forest Minister Benoy
Viswam,
Federal
Bank
Chairman
and Chief executive Officer
N Venugopal, CIAL Managing
Director Dr.C.G. Krishnadas Nair
also spoke on the occasion.
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...where the Global Commercial
Aerospace & Civil Aviation business
community meets in Asia

THE RIGHT PLACE
THE RIGHT PEOPLE
THE RIGHT VALUE

8-10 September 2009
AsiaWorld-Expo, Hong Kong

www.asianaerospace.com
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Air India set to
emerge as a
major MRO centre

A

ir India is going ahead with its aircraft acquisition plan
and by March 2010, 75 new aircraft would have joined
the airline’s fleet, bringing down the age of the aircraft
in its fleet to an average of 18 months. The airline is addressing
factors like low occupancy by bringing in a change in the quality
of its services with emphasis on passenger convenience, capacity
and fleet upgrade.
The slowdown in the aviation sector has impacted Air India
also. However, Air India has taken the path of consolidation and
is in the process of expanding its network in India and abroad.
Air India is set to emerge as a major Maintenance, Repair and
Overhaul centre in the Asian sub-continent. As compared to
other carriers, Air India offers a premium product, more benefits
and cheaper fares to fliers along with the characteristic comfort
and convenience.
On the long haul sectors, both the B777-200LR and B777-300ER
aircraft in its fleet are an epitome of luxury and comfort. Air India
has introduced a bouquet of marketing initiatives for various
segments of the travelling public, to stimulate the market
and make air travel affordable. For instance, every passenger
booking online for a domestic ticket gets a discount of 10 per
cent on the basic fare. On the baggage front, Air India domestic
flights offer baggage allowance of 30 kg (in Y Class) and 40 kg (in
J class), one of the best in the market.
The airline is addressing factors like low occupancy by bringing
in a change in the quality of its services with emphasis on
passenger convenience, capacity and fleet upgrade.
Air India has the largest Ground Handling set up available
across 59 airports in India and has been providing services

Arvind Jadhav
Chairman and Managing Director, NACIL
since 1971. It handles the flights of Air India as well as those of
customer airlines. The activities comprise Passenger handling,
Ramp handling, Cargo handling, Security, Flight Despatch and
Technical handling.
Recently, the Govt. of India has approved the formation of
Joint Venture Companies between NACIL and M/s. Singapore
Air Terminal Services for (1) Cargo Handling at Bangalore
International Airport
Ltd. (BIAL), (2) Ground Handling Activities at BIAL (3) Ground
Handling Activities at GMR Hyderabad International Airport
(GHIAL) and (4) Ground Handling activities at Mumbai, Delhi and
other Indian airports excluding Bangalore, Hyderabad and Kochi.
This will contribute towards generation of revenues, improved
efficiency and better resource utilisation.
To tap the immense potential from the growing air cargo
market, a separate Strategic Business Unit for Cargo was set up.
It offers dedicated freighter service within India and abroad,
besides using the belly space of aircraft flying in Air India’s entire
network. By offering a capacity of 1500 tonnes of cargo per day
and the convenience of seamless connectivity from domestic
to international destinations and vice versa, Air India Cargo has
ambitious plans for the future.
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HAL hands over fuselage to IAI

H

industan Aeronautics Limited
(HAL) has handed over the first
rear fuselage for the Gulfstream
(G-150) aircraft to Israel Aircraft Industries
(IAI), strengthening its position as a
leading aerospace export house.
HAL Chairman Ashok Nayak handed
over the documents of the HAL-built Aft
(rear) fuselage for G-150 to Shlomi Karako,
General Manager, Business Jets Division,
IAI, at a simple function at HAL’s Aircraft
Division in Bangalore. Gulfstream (G-150)
is a business executive aircraft built in
Israel and transported to the United
States for further furnishing. The G-150 is
marketed the world over by the US-based
Gulfstream Corporation.
Ready for more challenges, says Nayak:
The Aircraft Division has made a mark
on the international export map over
the years by supplying several types
of door assemblies to Boeing, Airbus
and other global firms. “With the G-150
fuselage delivery HAL has now entered
a fairly advanced manufacturing level
of building major structural assemblies
for global players in the civil sector. The
G-150 project augurs well not only for
HAL, but also for the national objective of

Project
Management
is the key to success of
Aerospace programs

producing a civil aircraft of international
standards,” Nayak said.
He also attributed the success of the
project to the involvement of the private
sector and expressed hope that the
Company would bag more orders in the
future. “The G-150 programme has given
us huge confidence in taking up bigger
challenges. We are now looking forward
to the G-250 programme and we have
made our strong presence felt in the
bidding process. HAL-IAI has a time-tested
partnership and we are here to capitalise
on the vast potential in the business jet

Ashok Nayak, Chairman HAL, presenting the documents of the HAL-built Aft (rear)
fuselage for G-150 to Shlomi Karako, General Manager, Business Jets Division, IAI
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market,” Nayak added.
Quality at its best, says Israel: HAL’s
ability to deliver the G-150 fuselage on
time came in for praise from the strong
contingent of IAI officials. “To us, this
is a champion product. We have seen
closely HAL’s capabilities in handling new
technologies and new IT processes. For
us the Gulfstream fuselage is a perfect
example of synergy and quality,” Shlomi
Karako of IAI said.
About the project: The IAI approached
HAL with a request for quotation (RFQ)
for building the fuselage in December
2006, since they required a partner to
build the fuselage from digital data for
the first time. (This process was against
the legacy of paper drawings from
which hundreds of aircraft were built in
Israel.) The contract for producing 200
ship-sets of G-150 fuselages was signed
in 2007, and a dedicated state-of-theart hangar came up in Bangalore within
nine months.
The programme also saw significant
and close collaborative efforts between
HAL and IAI in realising the hardware
through web-based design data transfer.
It also brought together the Directorate
of Civil Aviation (DGCA) and Civil Aviation
Authority of Israel (CAAI). HAL has a sevenyear schedule to deliver 200 fuselage shipsets to Israel.
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Get Ready for EITS in November
Proximum group is known for
introducing a number of new concepts
to the Aerospace industry. Could you
please give an overview about the
company?
PROXIMUM Group is the leader in
consultancy, events organization and setting
up of territorial marketing solutions. Our
operations are not only confined to France
and Europe but are there in other parts of
the world as well. PROXIMUM Group holds its
leadership in diagnosis, territories and clusters
development, B to B events organization,
territorial marketing and providing economic
development solutions .

Philippe LECLERC

Proximum group,
the French company
which is the leader in
consultancy and events
organization in Europe is
all set to organise Euro
India Transportation
Systems at Metz along
Frech-German border
from November 17 to
19, 2009. ``This will be
an exciting opportunity
for all the interested
Indian companies,’’
said Philippe LECLERC,
Chairman, PROXIMUM
Group, France, in an
exclusive interview to
Aeromag Asia. Excerpts:
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What are the major concepts and
initiatives introduced by the company?
From November 17th to 19th 2009, a
new major business event (Euro India
Transportation Systems) will take place in
Metz, France, focussing on transportation
systems, including aeronautic and space
activities. This event is voluntarily focused
on Indian and European industries
only. EITS is organised with the official
support of the French, German and
Indian governments to help large groups
and SMEs from India and Europe to set
up and develop partnerships between
the two continents. With EITS 2009, we
have chosen to pre-organise most of the
business meetings which will take place
on site. Thanks to our unique “meeting
choices’ double validation” method, all
the participants can ensure that they will
meet 100% of targeted contacts.
As regards the development of new
partnerships, the preparation of meetings
is as important as targeting quality
contacts. These two key factors during
the event are guaranteed by a qualitative
organisation methodology of face-to-face
meetings.
What can Indian aerospace companies
expect from participating to EITS?
India has become a key player for
aeronautic and space activities and the
Indian domestic market will become one
of the most important in the world very
soon. Most of the thousands of European
aerospace companies, not only large groups
but also SMEs, are now looking towards
Indian market and the Indian industrial
capabilities. All the Indian participants to
EITS will have the opportunity to meet
European companies looking for setting up
partnerships with them.

Tell us in brief about your association
with India and what business you are
looking for?
EITS is a business link between Europe
and India. With the help of our local partner,
Corporate Catalyst India, we are setting up
several strong partnerships with Indian local
associations and Chambers of Commerce
all over India, including SIATI for aerospace
activities. We are looking for all the Indian
companies involved in aerospace industry
by increasing their business activities and
partnerships with European companies.
What are your future plans as far as
India is concerned?
India has become a strategic place for
business opportunities. The purpose of
EITS is to offer both European and Indian
participants, with a special focus on SMEs,
a tool to catch these opportunities in a very
efficient and cost saving way. This can only
increase in the future.
Are you aiming for any kind of strategic
tie up with Indian companies?
We are definitely planning to increase
our activities with India and in India in
collaboration with our Indian partners. We
already have strategic tie up with Indian
companies and associations, and the
number of tie up will increase in the future.
In which areas you think you have an
edge in the Indian market?
Mainly transportation systems and
infrastructures, which are the subjects
treated by EITS.
Do you have any other points to high
light?
EITS will take place in Metz, Moselle District
in France which is at the German border, with
the political and financial support of the local
authorities. As France and Germany are the
two most important countries in Europe with
regard to aerospace activities, it takes sense to
organise such an event right in the heart of the
European aerospace industrial capabilities.
Thanks to to their financial support, it would
cost only 100000 IR per company per person
for Indians to participate in the EITS business
convention. This is an all inclusive special fee
(flights from India to Europe and return, train
to join Metz, hotels, food, 9 m² booth and
face to face business meetings schedule over
3 days and access to the conferences). This is
also a very good reason for Indian companies
to not miss the event !

Reed Exhibitions
partners with AsBAA

R

eed Exhibitions has announced
the partnering with Asian Business
Aviation Association (AsBAA) to
launch a new event ‘Asian Business Aviation’
as a valued addition to its Asian Aerospace
Show, scheduled for September 8-10, 2009 in
Hong Kong.
The new partnership will facilitate a
networking platform and dedicated
conference for the business aviation
fraternity at this popular Show which joins
the world’s top buyers and service suppliers
in the aviation industry with Asia.
Although a relatively new entity in Asia, and
despite the world economic turndown, 2008
was a record year for the business aviation
market, especially in Mainland China.
Business aviation demand in China
remains high with an increase in jet sales and
charters throughout the region. No longer
just projecting a positive corporate image,
modern day jet transport is often seen as a
‘time maximiser’ demonstrating significant
cumulative returns, flexibility benefits, and
subsequently leading to improved overall
corporate performance.
Tourism (primarily casino activity)
attracts millions of visitors from China
and Hong Kong to Macau each year. By
2006, gambling revenues from the casino
boom had exceeded those from Las Vegas.
Undoubtedly, this has become a key driver
for the growth of jet operators such as Jet

Asia. Some 80 per cent of the new orders
being placed for business jets are for private
use.
A large number of aircraft management
companies have set up bases in Asia and
offer regular routes from their US. and EU
bases. At most major airports, VIPs can
enjoy specialised services including: customs
expedition, immigration and quarantine
(usually without leaving the aircraft) and
ground transportation - all with increased
security and anonymity.
Despite existing cultural differences and
bureaucratic complications, the gap between
East and West is closing with improved
airport infrastructure, enhanced routing
and largely ‘good service’ throughout the
region. Excessive import duty and VAT on the
Mainland currently remain challenges, but
this is changing alongside the rapid growth
and increased government awareness and
interest in the industry.
Additional and gradual improvement
in regional maintenance includes: FAAapproved MROs (Maintenance, Repair,
Overhaul) through Metro Jet in Hong Kong,
Jet Aviation in Singapore, Beijing and Kuala
Lumpur and Beijing-based Ameco, an Air
China, Lufthansa Airlines joint venture (1989)
for larger aircraft maintenance, additionally
offering training, logistics, engineering
and tooling calibration for China’s aviation
industry.

J.R.Nanda , CEO ,AVI- OIL India is receieving the copy of Indian Aerospace Directory
published by Aeromag Asia from Air.Cmdr.(Rtd) Joseph Varkey, Secretary General
,Society of Indian Aerospace Technologies and Industries (SIATI)

Aeromag
Dr. Lukas
Braunschweiler
RUAG’s new CEO

D

r. Lukas Braunschweiler, RUAG’s
new CEO, has taken over the
operational management of
RUAG Holding AG.
The 52-year old Swiss
national is the successor
to Toni J. Wicki, who at
65 is retiring, but will
continue on the Board
of Directors.
Dr.
Braunschweiler
is an experienced CEO, who is at home
leading an international company. For
the last seven years, he was CEO of
Dionex Corporation, headquartered
California.

Oerlikon to sell
Space business
unit to RUAG

O

erlikon and RUAG announced
that RUAG will acquire 100%
of Oerlikon Space AG. The
undisclosed purchase price will be paid
in cash. Closing of the transaction is
expected mid 2009, following clearance
from the
relevant merger control
authorities. Oerlikon successfully achieves
an additional milestone in focusing of the
portfolio around its core competencies. At
the same time, RUAG significantly broadens
and expands its position in the European
and US aerospace industry following the
acquisition of Saab Space and Austrian
Aerospace in 2008. All 380 employees of
Oerlikon Space based in Switzerland will
be transfered to RUAG.
Located in Zurich, Switzerland, Oerlikon
Space is one of the major suppliers for
Payload Fairings in composite technology.
Moreover, the company is a European
provider of structures, mechanical and
electro-optical subsystems for applications
in Space. Due to its relatively small size and
limited synergies with the Oerlikon core
competencies in interface and surface
technologies, Oerlikon Space was defined
as a non core business in the course of last
year. “The agreement with RUAG fulfils all
criteria we have defined for the announced
process of controlled divestures at
Oerlikon. The transaction strengthens our
capital base and deals responsibly with
all stakeholders, notably our customers,
industrial partners and employees.
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Paris
Airshow
hits a Century
48

th International Paris Air Show – Le
Bourget 2009- to bring together 2,000
exhibitors and over 200,000 trade visitors
Following the centenary of the French aerospace
industries association (Gifas) held in October 2008, it is
now the turn of the Paris International Air Show – Le
Bourget- to commemorate its 100-year history.
In 1908, a group of brilliant inventors and aircraft
builders, including Blériot, Breguet and Voisin, decided
to bring an industrial and commercial dimension to
aviation, which had up to that point been considered
a sport. With this in mind they formed an association,
the Chambre Syndicale de l’Industrie Aéronautique.
The following year, they organized the first airborne
locomotion exhibition at the Grand Palais in Paris,
which hosted the event for 44 years.
The 48th Show is the event’s centenary. True to its
reputation as the international Aero space industry
showcase, it will include both covered exhibition space
(6 halls) and a static display for aircraft. The Show will
also host the B2B Meetings, the first session of which,
in 2007, generated 6,000 business meetings between
prime contractors and suppliers. The daily programme
of flying displays will feature a wide range of aircraft.
In spite of the general economic downturn, the
International Paris Air Show – Le Bourget has already
been fully booked.
Gifas will be taking advantage of this lively business
environment to organize its major employment, trades
and training forum (Concorde Hall -- 19-21 June). For
the centenary year, the Patrouille de France aerobatics
display team returns to Le Bourget along with some
thirty vintage aircraft from the period 1909-1960.
30
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Record number of Exhibitors

T

he Paris Air Show has been the biggest event of its
kind in the world for more than fifty years. Since it
had moved to Le Bourget in 1953, both visitors and
exhibitors have been constantly increasing. Reflecting
the vision of the organizers, the Show has always been
international, giving every country and manufacturer the
opportunity to promote their offering alongside their
competitors So much so that certain countries have chosen
the Paris Air Show to present their equipment for the first
time.
The 48th Show opens its doors on 15 June. Despite an
exceptionally difficult environment caused by the economic
slow down, the Paris Air Show appears to have lost none of
its charm. It is evident from the rush for bookings; every last
stand and chalet has been booked.
The number of exhibitors, from 42 countries, will top the
2,000 mark in 2009, setting a new record. Australia, Lithuania,
Libya, Mexico and Tunisia will be present at the Show for the
first time. The number of aircraft presented this year will, on
the other hand, be slightly less than 2007, but there will be a
number of star attractions like the Sukhoi Superjet 100, the
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new twin-engine regional jet and the Schiebel Camcop
Apart from the essential Rotonde housing aircraft
manufacturers, as usual, Western European national
pavilions, for the first time, will welcome large international
companies, such as Rolls Royce, UTC, Goodrich, etc. The
pavilions will include an area dedicated to SMEs grouped
according to European region.
This 48th Show will present the world’s newest aircraft, the
stars of civil aviation, including the Airbus aircraft family, with
the A-380 of course, Ukrainian and Russian aircraft, Embraer’s
regional aircraft and Bombardier, to name just a few. Business
aviation will of course be represented by Dassault and its
Falcon 7X, as well as by Gulfstream, Raytheon, Piaggio, Pilatus,
etc. Military aviation will play a significant role with the Rafale,
the F-18 and F-16, and MiG
Over 200,000 trade visitors are expected for the show. In
order to attract more trade visitors, this year will see the
Show’s first Business & Technology Forum devoted to B2B
meetings. At a time when large manufacturers such as Airbus
and Boeing are subcontracting most of their production, it is
important for subcontractors at all levels of the supply chain
to be able to promote their expertise.
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HATSOFF: HAL-CAE helicopter training
centre to be operational by next year

T

he foundation stone laying ceremony for a new helicopter
training centre was held in Bangalore. The Helicopter
Academy to Train by Simulation of Flying (HATSOFF) – is an
equally-owned joint venture between HAL and CAE. The centre
will be operational by mid-2010.
Speaking on the occasion, Sanjeev Sahi, Director (HR), HAL,
said that this facility would be first of its kind once operational.
“HASTSOFF will offer Level-D simulator training to helicopter pilots
and maintainers. By partnering with CAE, we are making sure the
simulation technology is at the leading edge in order to play a key
role in training and producing skilled and mission-ready helicopter
crews. HAL is committed to enhancing the safety of helicopter
operators in India and to provide a complete service offering for
our military and civil clients of the Dhruv helicopter,” Sahi said.
Martin Gagné, Chairman of HATSOFF and CAE’s Group
President, Military Simulation Products, Training and Services,
said HATSOFF will serve a critical need for enhancing safety and
mission readiness. "We are proud to partner with HAL to create
a training centre of excellence offering high-quality simulationbased helicopter training programs to pilots and technicians of
India and the surrounding region. The centre is an illustration of
our commitment to provide high-quality, customized training in
locations most convenient to our customers,” Martin added.
About HATSOFF: The centre will be equipped with a CAE-

T

HAL’s Director (HR) Sanjeev Sahi (left) and CAE Group
President Mr Martin Gagné unveil the foundation stone plaque
for a new helicopter training centre (HATSOFF) in Bangalore.
built full-mission simulator featuring CAE's revolutionary rollon/roll-off cockpit design, which enables cockpits representing
various helicopter types to be used in the simulator. When fully
operational, HATSOFF will be able to train up to 400 helicopter
pilots each year. Initially, HATSOFF will offer comprehensive
training to civil and military customers operating four helicopter
types: the Indian Army/Air Force variant of the HAL-built Dhruv,
the civil variant of the Dhruv, the Bell 412 and the Eurocopter
Dauphin. The training centre will feature multimedia classrooms,
computer-based training, brief/debrief facilities, and a training
management information system.

Alenia Aeronautica
completes deliveries

A

lenia
Aeronautica
has
completed deliveries to the
Italian Air Force (AMI) with
the delivery of the twelfth C-27J. The
aircraft was delivered to the 46th Air
Wing based in Pisa. The AMI C-27Js
include an advanced and sophisticated
configuration that, in addition to the
basic configuration, includes an in-flight
refuelling system, self-protection and
a flight-data-projection system on two
head-up-displays, one per each pilot,
to be able to operate also in the most
complex operational scenarios.
Alenia’s contract with the AMI includes
Logistics Support at the Pisa base until
the beginning of 2012 and the delivery
of a Flight Simulator for the AMI Training
Centre at Pisa in December 2009.
The C-27sJ replace the AMI fleet of G.222s,
from which they have inherited capability
and excellent operating performances
displayed in operations both in Italy and
overseas for the transport of troops and
materials, civilian protection, airdrop of
cargo and paratroopers, fire fighting, and
34

Lockheed Martin awarded
$25 Million to develop
Long-Range Radar for USAF

search and rescue.
Combat proven, the C-27J has been
deployed to Afghanistan by the Italian
Air Force from September 2008-January
2009 in support of coalition military and
humanitarian operations. The C-27J fleet of
the AMI has accrued over 5,000 flight hours,
a milestone celebrated at the military base
of Pisa this past May 19th.
The “numbers” of the C-27J are excellent:
The C-27J is able to take-off from and land
on unprepared strips, shorter than 2,000
ft with a maximum take-off weight of
67,241 lbs; the aircraft can transport up
to 68 troops or up to 46 fully equipped
paratroopers plus two loadmasters and,
in MEDEVAC/CASEVAC configuration, 36
stretchers plus six medical assistants.

Demand remains high
for large VIP aircraft
completions

L

ufthansa
Technik
is
not
expecting any significant decline
in the demand for completions
of large private and government jets.
“Interest in customised completions
of large aircraft to the highest level
of quality continues to be high,” said
Walter Heerdt, Senior Vice President
Marketing & Sales of Lufthansa Technik.
The
Hamburg-based
completion
operation continued to enjoy good
utilization, he said, and had only a few
remaining layover slots to offer over the
next four years.
Lufthansa Technik’s Hamburg base
is due to equip and deliver two Airbus
A330 aircraft and two Airbus A340’s
just between now and 2011. Although
the delivery dates have not yet been
confirmed, another two preiminary
contracts have been signed for the
Boeing 787 and two for the Boeing 747-8.
According to Heerdt, the company has not
yet had any large VIP aircraft completions
cancelled, and is in discussions with
additional customers.

he U.S. Air Force has awarded
Lockheed Martin [NYSE:LMT] a fixedprice contract for nearly $25 million to
develop a prototype for the next-generation
3-Dimensional Expeditionary Long-Range
Radar (3DELRR). Lockheed Martin was one
of two industry teams placed under contract
for the technical development of this new
land-based radar.
The Electronic Systems Center at
Hanscom Air Force Base leads the
acquisition for the new radar. The Air
Force plans to replace its entire TPS-75
long-range radar inventory with the
3DELRR, which will detect, identify, track
and report aircraft and missiles. Following
a 20-month Technical Development
Phase, the Air Force has said it intends
to competitively award one contract
for system development in the 2011
timeframe.
“Lockheed Martin will leverage our years
of experience in developing transportable
long-range radars to provide our longtime Air Force customer with a radar that
will meet its mission requirements,” said
Carl Bannar, vice president of Lockheed
Martin’s radar business in Syracuse, NY.
“We are honored to have been selected to
continue development on 3DELRR, and

intend to demonstrate that we have the
best solution.”
Lockheed Martin built the first nextgeneration long-range radar, the AN/
TPS-59. There are more than 170 of the
company’s radars -- including the TPS59, the AN/FPS-117 and the AN/TPS-77 -operating throughout the world. The radars
are used in areas such as battle theaters and
very remote locations; none has ever been
removed from service.
Headquartered in Bethesda, Md., Lockheed
Martin is a global security company that
employs about 1,46,000 people worldwide
and is principally engaged in the research,
design,
development,
manufacture,
integration and sustainment of advanced
technology systems, products and services.
The corporation reported 2008 sales of
$42.7 billion.

Krishnan Tinnaneri
is CEO of BAeHAL

K

rishnan Tinnaneri has taken over
as CEO of BAeHAL Software Ltd.
He has extensive experience
in execution of large complex projects
in the field of
Information
Technology and
Communication
systems
for
Aerospace and
Transportation
business
domains.
Prior to joining BAeHAL Software
Ltd., he was Senior Director in Siemens
IT Solutions and Services Inc. USA,
responsible for Airport and Aviation
systems.
Tinnaneri was also the Programme
Director for the IT and Communication
Systems projects for the Bangalore
International Airport and Hyderabad
International
Airport
projects,
executed by Siemens Information
Systems Ltd in India.
BAeHAL is a joint venture company
between two giant Aerospace
companies, Hindustan Aeronautics
Ltd., India and BAE Systems, UK.
BAeHAL is in the field of IT and IT
enabled services in India and abroad
since 1993.

First Arjun Regiment

43

rd
armored
regiment
henceforth will now be
proudly called as ARJUN

REGIMENT.
Heavy Vehicle Factory, Avadi handed
over 16 Arjun tanks signifying the
cumulative of 45 main battle tanks i.e.
Arjun for Indian army through the hands
of the Director General of mechanized
force Lt. Gen D. Bharadwaj, Vsm. by S.
Chandrasekar,
Addl DG
Ordinance
Factory(AV)
Dr. Shivathanu Pillai Chief Controller
DRDO, flagged -off the tanks amidst a
jubilant crowd in a festival mood. The
regiment of 45 tanks will be subjected to
a conversion training and field practice for
a period of three months. Thereafter, the
Army is planning to conduct a comparative
trial with T90 tanks in Oct/Nov 2009 to
assess the operational deployment role of

the tanks. The present batch of 124 tanks
will be delivered by March 2010.
As there was a long gap from the R&D
phase to production phase from 1993 to
2000, problems related to reestablishing
production lines and vendor sources and
resolving overseas issues like technology
denials in view of Pokhran testing, changeover and mergers of OEMS for the critical
items delayed initial commencement of
production.

In order to meet the production
requirement, additional infrastructure
facilities and machine tools were
established at HVF, Avadi and Ordnance
Factory, Medak. However the first pilot
batch of production tanks were handed
over to Army in 7th August 2004.
During subsequent production, Army
insisted upon the demonsration of
medium fording capabilities of the tank.
Both C V R D E and HVF, continuousely
worked on war-footing, to meet the
stringent requirement of medium
fording to a hight of 2.1m in water with
preperation time of 30 minutes as retrofitment solution and demonstrated
sucessfully to defence minister A K
Antony on 2nd July, 2007.
The remaining 62 tanks will be handed
over to Army before March 2010 as
desired by indian army.
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Mother of all

Air Shows turns
T

his year the ILA Berlin Air Show celebrates
a special occasion, its one hundredth
anniversary.
The world's oldest air show first took place in
1909, when it ran for some 100 days. The forerunner
of all air shows marked the occasion on 27 May
with a ceremony at the Palais am Funkturm in
Berlin. The ILA Berlin Air Show has also undergone
a makeover, with a new logo and key visual. The
international character and the brand name have
been strengthened by the use of a new word mark
and figurative mark using the colour Pantone
process cyan and, together with a new tone scale
system and iconography, the ILA now stands out
more from its competitors.
From May 2009 the words "100 Years" were added
to the logo in all campaigns promoting the ILA.
The ceremonies marking the 100th anniversary
coincided with the official launch of a worldwide
marketing, advertising and information campaign
for \the ILA 2010. Numerous presentations will
take place on all continents during the coming
months to promote the next International
Aerospace Exhibition at the site of the future
Berlin Brandenburg International Airport at BerlinSchönefeld.
Exhibitors can now submit their applications
online/offline in German and English (www.ilaberlin.com/ Exhibitors/Registration). In addition
to the project team comprising the ILA organiser
BDLI, German Aerospace Industries Association and
its partner Messe Berlin GmbH, the services of a
worldwide network of Messe Berlin representatives
in more than 100 countries are also available.
Exhibitors registering by 31 October 2009 will
receive an early-bird discount of ten per cent.
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ILA Berlin Air Show 2010

C

lear acknowledgment of Berlin/Brandenburg as venue for ILA. 1,000
special guests commemorate 100th anniversary of ILA in Berlin.
Politics and business recognise this trade show as a shop window for
technological and industrial skill.
The centenary special ILA Berlin Air Show will be held at Berlin-Schonefeld
airport from June 8-13 in 2010. Steps have been taken to ensure that this
event, which is responsible for bringing some 160 million euros into the
region, will take place "in its usual form", despite the major construction work
that is taking place at the site, said a press note issued by the organizers after a
commemorative meeting held to celebrate the 100th year of ILA.
The occasion was celebrated by some 1,000 guests from politics and
business, as well as media representatives; on May 27 at the Palais am Funkturm
in Berlin. The evening also featured the presentation of a commemorative
coin and postage stamp, which will be issued on June 4, 2009 by the German
government to mark "100 years of the ILA".
Because it "just shaded our French colleagues" in 1909, the ILA has become
known as the precursor of all modern, international air shows", said the
President of the German Aerospace Industries Association, Dr. Thomas
Enders. The BDLI, together with Messe Berlin, is responsible for organising
the show, which transferred to its current location in Berlin-Schönefeld in
1992 following German reunification, a move which, in Enders' words, gave it
"additional momentum".
"The ILA has always been, and still is the shop window for displaying the
technological and industrial skills of the entire sector, combining tradition
with a response to the new challenges’’, the Head of the association pointed
out. The partner country concept, introduced in 2006, has also proved highly
effective. Enders also emphasised the importance of the ILA in attracting
newcomers to the industry.
As Enders pointed out, the current economic downturn is also having
an effect on the aerospace industries, making it even more important to
prepare products now for the future. "For us the ILA still is and will remain
an indispensable component in our efforts to safeguard the future", the

President of the BDLI said. He also paid
tribute to the partnership with Messe Berlin.
"We are totally committed to preparing for
the ILA 2010 and hope that this event will
remain in Berlin-Schönefeld for many more
years”.
"We want the ILA to remain at this
location at the BBI and that it will enjoy
ideal conditions here", said the Berlin Mayor
and Senator for Economics Harald Wolf.
Brandenburg's Minister for Economics,
Ulrich Junghans, pointed out that the fair
has four main foundations: the region's
strong traditions in the field of aviation and
its innovative capabilities, based on scientific

and research networks, the growing
economic strength of this sector, and the
construction of the BBI. "The ILA only has a
future if it remains in Berlin/ Brandenburg",
he added.
At the concluding ceremony the
Parliamentary State Secretary at the Federal
Ministry of Finance, Karl Diller, presented the
official 10 euro commemorative coin and
special postage stamp marking "100 Years of
the International Aerospace Exhibition". The
centre of the commemorative coin, which was
designed by the Berlin artist Bodo Broschat,
shows a passenger aircraft on the runway,
while diverse aspects of the aerospace sector

from Otto Lilienthal's flying machines to the
International Space Station ISS are featured
around both edges. Inscribed into the smooth
rim are the words "Faszination Fliegen Tradition - Innovation" (the fascination of flight
- tradition - innovation). Up to 1.85 million of
the coins will be issued on June 4.
Designed by the Wuppertal graphic artist
Andrea Voss-Acker, the stamp has a face
value of 55 cents and shows the poster for
the first ILA in 1909, when the abbreviation
stood for "Internationale Luftschifffahrt
Ausstellung" (International Airship Show).
It will also be available from 4 June and 8.8
million will be issued initially.
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EA Ships
First GP7200
Propulsor

T

he Engine Alliance (EA) shipped the
first GP7200 propulsor to Emirates
on May 21. The delivery marks the
first time the Engine Alliance and member
company Pratt & Whitney have delivered
a propulsor, rather than a full engine, to
any airline.
“Shipping a propulsor is an innovative
way to supply spare engines,” EA Chief
Engineer Paul Smith explained. “The fan
module has a very long life, so it can be
reused with a new propulsor to provide a
full spare engine. It’s a huge cost savings
for the customer.”
According to EA Industrial Director
Marios Evripidou, delivering spare
propulsors in lieu of spare engines also
helps minimize an airline’s inventory.
“They don’t have to keep as many unused
fans in inventory because they can
reuse the ones they already have,” he
said. Shipping propulsors is easier than
shipping a full engine, too, Evripidou

said. Because they’re smaller, they can be
transported on most wide-body freighter
aircraft. “It gives the customer great
transportation flexibility,” he said.
The GP7200 entered revenue service in
August 2008 with the first Emirates A380.
Since entering service, the GP7200-powered
A380 has not had an in-flight shutdown and
has demonstrated a departure reliability
rate greater than 99.9%.
In addition to Emirates, the Engine
Alliance GP7200 has been selected to
power A380 aircraft for Air France, Korean
Airlines, and the International Lease
Finance Company (ILFC). Air France is
scheduled to receive its first GP7200powered A380 aircraft in October.
The GP7200 is derived from two
successful wide-body engine programs,
the GE90 and the PW4000. It benefits
from the two programs’ latest, proven

technologies and the lessons learned
from more than 22 million flight hours of
safe operation. Certified at 76,500 pounds
(340 kN) of thrust, the engine has the
capability to produce more than 81,500
pounds (363 kN) of thrust. The GP7200 is
the quietest, most fuel efficient engine for
the A380, and its emissions are well below
current and anticipated regulations.
The GP7200 is manufactured at GE and
Pratt & Whitney, with GE assembling the
core in Durham, NC (North Carolina), and
Pratt &Whitney manufacturing the fan
module, low pressure compressor and low
pressure turbine. Final engine assembly
is conducted at Pratt & Whitney’s Engine
Center in Middletown, CT (Connecticut).
The Engine Alliance is a 50/50 joint
venture of General Electric (NYSE:GE)
and Pratt & Whitney, a unit of United
Technologies Corp. (NYSE:UTX).

ROLLS-ROYCE awarded
missioncare contract

Rolls-Royce has announced a $23
million support services and spares
contract for AE 2100D3 engines with the
U.S. Air Force. The engines are installed
in C-130J military transport aircraft
intended for the Royal Norwegian Air
Force (RNoAF).
Dennis Jarvi, President Defense North
America for Rolls-Royce, said: “This
MissionCare contract is extremely
important for Rolls-Royce and the
U.S. Air Force as it opens the door for
future international opportunities and
broadens the reach of this versatile
transport aircraft. We will continue to
deliver superior services to the U.S. Air
Force and look forward to building on
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this by providing the Royal Norwegian
Air Force with propulsion system
support that will help them meet their
mission needs.”
This MissionCare contract is modelled
after the USAF Power By The Hour
contract to provide a comprehensive
propulsion support package to the
RNoAF on a per engine flight hour basis.
The contract covers on-site technical
support, maintenance support, training,
spare parts, supply replenishment
with Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM) for the engine and R391 Dowty
propeller.
The C-130 has been the U.S. Air Force’s
primary tactical transport and special

mission aircraft since 1956, powered by
Rolls-Royce T56 engines. The “J” version
of the aircraft, powered by AE 2100D3
engines, continue that legacy.
The sale of C-130J military transport
aircraft to RNoAF will increase Norway’s
ability to provide intra-theater lift for
its troops serving in peacekeeping
and humanitarian relief operations
worldwide.
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ELBIT WILL
LAUNCH NEW
SYSTEMS AND
SOLUTIONS AT THE
PARIS AIRSHOW

A

broad spectrum of Elbit Systems
innovative solutions designed
for the changing requirements of
the defense industry will be on display at
the 48th Paris Airshow – 2009 at the Elbit
Systems Chalet A332. The exhibition, which
will take place in Le Bourget from June 15th
to 21st, will showcase an array of advanced
systems demonstrating Elbit Systems’
leadership in its core business areas.
The main theme will be the Company’s
fully integrated C4ISTAR solutions for today’s
net-centric battlefield. The multimedia
presentation will feature a Special Forces
team on a mission to destroy a terrorist
arms cache in a system of caves bordering
a city. The mission is fully controlled by the
C4ISTAR Mission Management & Intelligence
Center, in a scenario that demonstrates joint

Sennheiser inks
pact with LTCS

T

he audio specialist Sennheiser,
based near Hanover in Germany,
has signed an agreement with the
US based Lufthansa Technik Component
Services (LTCS) to do its product warranties
for avionic headphones and headsets.
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operational mission performance using
20 different products and systems of Elbit
Systems.
The following systems participate in the
Multimedia presentation.
ISTAR Management Center (IMC)
,Intelligence Gathering Platforms:
Hermes®, Hermes® 450 UAV Large Area
Scanning System Operation (LASSO
Sensors: ELINT and COMINT Payloads
for UAVs – Emerald AES-210V (ELINT) and
the SkyFix (COMINT/DF) systems ,Digital
Compact
Multi-Purpose
Advanced
Stabilized System - DCoMPASSTM, Micro
Multi-Purpose
Advanced
Stabilized
System – Micro CoMPASSTM ,Advanced
Multi-Sensor Payload System (AMPS)
,Airborne Reconnaissance System –
CONDOR®2,CORAL-CR - Hand-held 3-5 µm
FPA Thermal Imaging Camera , Affordable
Laser Guided Rocket (GATR) - Flight Support
Systems: TARGO™ .

LTCS will be handling the maintenance,
repair and overhaul (MRO) program for
Sennheiser aviation products throughout
the Americas.
“With the combination of Sennheiser’s
superior product line and Lufthansa
Technik’s top-quality repair service, our
companies have the perfect symbiosis,”
stated Harry Krüger, Director Business at
Sennheiser.
“We were looking for a service partner

lbit Systems of America, and
General Dynamics Armament
and
Technical
Products
announced the formation of a new joint
venture named UAS Dynamics, LLC, to
provide unmanned aerial systems (UAS)
to the Department of Defense and other
potential U.S. government customers
through programs such as the recently
announced U.S. Marine Corps’ Small
Tactical Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(STUAS)/Tier II program.
The solutions that UAS Dynamics will
offer are based on advanced, mature
UAS designs that accumulated more
than 150,000 operational flight hours
to date: the combat-proven Hermes
and Skylark systems, developed and
fielded by the Company. UAS Dynamics
will adapt those proven designs to
incorporate new logistics resources to
rapidly field and satisfy evolving U.S.
requirements.
Elbit Systems also announced it was
awarded a contract valued at €25
million to supply the Austrian Army with
Elbit Systems’ new 12.7mm unmanned
Electrically Remote Controlled Weapon
Stations. The systems will be delivered
over the course of the next four years.
The contract for the Austrian Army
was signed between Elbit Systems
and IVECO S.p.A., a subsidiary of
the Fiat Group, prime contractor for
the program. The Weapon Stations
provided by Elbit Systems will be
integrated into IVECO Defence Vehicles’
Light Multi-role Vehicles (LMV) 4X4.

that stands for premium quality services
and at the same time is certified by the
international aviation associations.”
“The agreement with Sennheiser now
officially endorses our leading position in
north, middle and south America,” said
Axel Müller, General Manager at LTCS in
Sun Valley/California. “This will enable
Lufthansa Technik to offer MRO services
for all aviation headsets and headphones
around the region.”
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FARNBOROUGH
AIRSHOW 2010 TO BE
BETTER THAN EVER
Farnborough International Ltd (FIL), organiser of the biennial
Farnborough International Airshow (FIA), is upbeat about
plans for the forthcoming show, which is to take place 1925 July 2010. The company plans, between now and July
2010, to re-evaluate aspects of the show with an emphasis
on enhancing and increasing networking and meeting
opportunities and improving site services, in line with feedback
from exhibitors, particularly from the business aviation sector.
FIA 2008 recorded a phenomenal US$88.7bn of orders during
the five trade days of the show, a figure which more than
doubled 2006's orders of US$42bn. Record numbers of trade
visitors, exhibitors and delegations flooded through the gates
to the event, which in 2008 celebrated 60 years at its home
in Farnborough, UK.Since 2008's show, FIL has been working
on developing its company infrastructure, a move which has
encompassed the strengthening of its Board of Directors, as
well as several key new additions to senior management and
support staff. The company's overall focus, moving forward, is
to develop the airshow and the site itself.

BIAL Airport wins award

B

angalore International Airport Limited’s efforts of developing
and maintaining positive and productive relationships with
airlines are reflected in it winning the Routes Asia Airport
Marketing award. Five airports competed for this award in the
Indian sub-continent. In these times of an economic slowdown, it
is considered a major achievement for an airport to keep its route
network and traffic base stable, let alone secure new routes.
This award is best judged by the airports’ primary customers the airline network planning community. The airlines within Asia
nominated five airports whose marketing efforts during 2009 made
a real impact on their future network development plans. The
airlines considered the efficient and useful marketing activities of
the airport on their network, by geographical region, irrespective of
airport size.

Airshow Calendar
Asian Aerospace Expo 2009 Hongkong -September 7-10
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Russian Airshow MAKS 2009
Moscow - August 18-23

for
Dubai Airshow

Dubai Airshow 2009
Dubai- November 15-19

November 15 – 19, 2009

Bahrain Airshow 2010
Bahrain - January 21-23

One of the world’s most influential airshows Reflecting the
growth in aviation in the Middle East Focusing on key developing
markets: Aircraft Interiors, Training & Simulation, Unmanned
Systems International Exhibitors & Pavilions showcasing:
Aerospace Manufacturing Aircraft Operators, Taxi, Charter
Airlines, Airport Management, Design, Construction, Technology,
Air Traffic Control Systems, Ground Handling, Aviation Support
Services, Finance, Banking, Leasing, Insurance, Military, Research
Institutes, Universities, Aviation Colleges, Training & Simulation.

Singapore Airshow 2010
Singapore - February 2-7
Def Expo 2010
New Delhi - February 15-18
India Aviation 2010
Hyderabad - March 3-7
Aerodrome India 2010
Mumbai - April 5-10
Berlin Airshow ILA 2010
Schoenefeld Airport -June 8-13
Farnborough Airshow 2010
Farnborough - July 19-25

Aeromag
Asia

Society of Indian Aerospace
Technologies & Industries

The Flagship organisation connecting
you to more than 300 Aerospace,
Aviation companies in India.

AEROMAG Asia is your exclusive vehicle to reach out to Dubai Airshow.
For Advertising in the AEROMAG Asia Dubai Airshow Special
Contact:

Aeromag Asia,

Aeronautical Society of India Building, Suranjandas Road,Off Old Madras Road, Bangalore 560075.
Cell: +91 9880696125, Tel: 080 65952377, Fax + 91-80 -25292440
EMAIL-info@aeromag.

www.siatiaero.com
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